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Abstract

The Photovoltaic (PV) system is often installed near the telecommunication antenna without takes account the performance degra-

dation that the electromagnetic field can cause. The present work provides the recognition about the greatest losses occur which

can cause the overall efficiency drop. In fact, the absorption and the thermodynamic processes are more sensitive to the variation of

the electromagnetic field more than FF and thermalization processes in presence of the electromagnetic field. The absorption and

thermodynamic mechanism are the main cause of the degradation of the polycrystalline silicon PV cell outputs. The PV cell having

height base doping level to get a better resistivity to the electromagnetic field must be chosen to improve theses outputs. Then a low

electromagnetic field zones must be searched to install the PV system improving its electrical production performance.

Keywords: Polycrystalline silicon PV cell, Absorption efficiency, Thermalization efficiency, Thermodynamic efficiency, Fill

factor, Conversion efficiency.

1. Introduction

The solar energy mainly the photovoltaic (PV) energy is a

real opportunity to mitigate the climate change problems. It

can be used to compensate the weakness of the electric grid in

the developing countries. The Sahelian strip presents a hight

solar potential. However, the hight level heat is a serious diffi-

culty for the PV systems[1]. But the PV cell in silicon mainly

in polycrystalline silicon can be used in this strip because of its

heat resistivity [1]. Those reasons cause an proliferation of the

polycrystalline PV cell use often in the great capacity PV power

plant as Zagtouli in Burkina Faso[2].

Figure 1: Zagtouli power plant(33MWc) in Burkina Faso

The Zagtouli plant has a capacity of 33MWc and uses 129 600

polycrystalline silicon PV modules of 260Wc. The energy pro-

duced presents almost 10% of the electricity needs of Oua-

gadougou, a city of 2.5 millions peoples environ [3].Beside the

development of the PV energy use, there is the proliferation of

the technologies emitting the electromagnetic field in the envi-

ronment as the base transceiver stations (BTS), the television

(TV) and radios antennas, etc. Sometimes, the PV system is

used in vicinity to provide the electricity for the operation of

these technologies as shown in the figure 2.

Figure 2: BTS electrified by a PV micro-grid

The proximity of the PV systems and the antennas can cause

the interactions between the electromagnetic field produced and

the PV systems where the silicon PV cell which is a PV system

basic and fundamental component. The conversion efficiency

of the silicon PV cell falls down when the electromagnetic field
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is great. However, the electromagnetic field is not attenuated

during its crossing in the PV cell [4]. The current produced

by PV cell increases versus the electromagnetic field increase

while the electric voltage decreases [5]. Individually the mag-

netic field causes the reduction of the current and the increase of

the voltage due to the deflection of the carriers charge [5]. The

electric field causes and increases of the current [6, 7] due to

the creation of the conduction current while the photovoltage

decreases. The magnetic field of electromagnetic field from

telecommunication antenna is weak but it can be not deleted

as seen in some studies [8]. The electromagnetic field causes

the division of the current in two components which are called

leakage current and transferred current. The leakage current

can cause the overheating of the pn junction by Joule effect.

Then the efficiency of the global process of the PV conversion

decreases with the strong electromagnetic field strength. How-

ever, none of these studies set provides a deep explanation about

the individual energetic mechanisms in the PV cell. It is then

instructive to investigate the individual energetic processes in

a polycrystalline solar cell versus electromagnetic field in or-

der to recognize where the greatest losses occur and can cause

the overall efficiency drop. The present work is about the ef-

ficiencies of the individual energetic processes in a polycrys-

talline PV cell versus electromagnetic field. In order to pro-

vides a deep comprehension about the PV cell efficiency fall

down versus electromagnetic field from the calculated individ-

ual efficiencies, the devices were modelled using standard semi-

conductor device theory and the magneto-transport equation as

well as the continuity equation are solved in the section of the-

ories and methods. In the section of results and discussions,

the influence of the electromagnetic field on the individual ef-

ficiencies of the PV cell will be provided. The last section of

this study will be about the conclusion on the behaviour of the

individual efficiencies and overall efficiency versus the electro-

magnetic field.

2. Methods and Theories

2.1. Theories and assumptions

The PV cell is the fundamental unitary component of a PV

system. The low cost of the silicon and its non toxicity ex-

plained that it is the most abundant semi-conductor used in

the PV cell manufacturing. The device used in this study

show an emitter (n+ doping), a pn junction, a base (p doping)

and a rear face (p+ doping). The modelling was restricted to

n+/p/p+ PV cell. The structure of a PV cell under electromag-

netic field is given in the figure 3.

The exponential doping gradient provides an constant

strength electric field which pushes the minority carriers charge

towards the p − n junction. The high-low p doping junction

created in the interface a strong electric field named Back Sur-

face Field (BS F). It rejects the minority carriers back into the

base of the PV cell and, thus, reduces the recombinations in the

rear surface. The BS F is incorporated by assuming a p+ re-

gion in the PV cell rear surface with Wh = 3µm, and NB can

reach until 5.1018cm−3. BS F can allow to overcome the re-

combination problem leading to the improvement efficiency[9].

Figure 3: Illuminated PV cell under electromagnetic field

The PV system is installed under electromagnetic field. Then

we will be able to extract an unitary PV cell to investigate

the influence of the electromagnetic field on the individual ef-

ficiencies. The electromagnetic wave from radio wave (9kHz

to 3000GHz)[10, 11] has an electric field and a magnetic field

which are perpendicular in planar wave assumptions. It will

be assumed a monochromatic planar wave with a straight line

direction polarisation following the (ox) axis (
−→
k = k~ex) in the

vacuum and according the direction of positives z.

The expressions of the electromagnetic field components are in

the vacuum [12]:

−→
E = E0 cos (ωt − kz)~ez (1)

and

−→
B = −B0 cos (ωt − kz)~ey (2)

Where B0 =
E0

c
and c is the light free space celerity. For the dis-

tance (r) from electromagnetic field emission source to the PV

system is great compared to the wavelength (λ) i.e. r ≫ λ , we

have the far−field matching to Fraunhofer region of the antenna

pattern, the power density decreases inversely as the square of

the distance. It is the region where the antenna exchanges the

energy with the external zone [13, 14]. The power density, S ,

in free space is given by the following equation [13, 14]:

S =
E2

0

Z0

= H2
0Z0 (3)

With S : power density (W.m−2) in a given direction Z0: the

free space intrinsic impedance, Z0 = 120πΩ. E0: electric field

strength (V.m−1) (RMS ) H0: magnetic field strength (A.m−1)

(RMS ). B0 = µ0H0 in Tesla (T ). The power density can be

found in the far field as following at any given distance in any

isotropic direction :

S =
PrGi

4πr2
(4)

Pr : power (W) supplied to the radiation source, assuming a

lossless system Gi: gain factor of the radiation source in the

relevant direction, relative to an isotropic radiator r: distance

(m) from the radiation source. Pr.Gi is known as the equivalent

isotropic radiated power (EIRP) which represents the power

that a fictitious isotropic radiator would have to emit in order
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to produce the same field intensity at the receiving point [15].

The gain factor Gi must be replaced by the product of Gr.Ga

[13, 14].

Table 1: Coefficients of the generation rate

Reference antenna type Gr Relevant applications

Isotropic radiator 1.0 Radar, satellite, etc.

Half-wave dipole 1.64 Television, VHF,etc.

Short monopole 3.0 LF, MF, etc.

In the present case the gain of the antenna is expressed relative

to a half-wave dipole: Gd = Ga = 2.15dB [16, 17]. It will be

assumed a fixed polarisation direction matching to PV system

orientation tilt. The electromagnetic wave reaches the solar cell

when t = 0 and x = y = 0. The electric field strength created in

the d distance from the transmitter is

E0 =
1

2r

√

PrZ0

π
(5)

The contribution of the base in photocurrent being greater than

the emitter contribution [18]. This study is carried out assuming

a ideal PV cell and its base as the center of the generation and

recombination phenomena. It is also carried out in the theory of

quasi-neutral base (QNB) [19, 20]. In this theory the intrinsic

electric field in the base’s region can be neglected. The radi-

ation may be received or reflected by the semiconducting de-

vices, or may be influenced the power conditioning electronics

[21]. The effective length Le f f and the effective relative per-

mittivity ǫe f f can be calculated using empirical formulate as

following [21].

Le f f .νres =
c

2
√
εe f f

(6)

Where c is the light velocity in the free space and νres is the

resonance frequency. The standard magneto-transport theory

to describe the base electronic transport in PV cell provides

[Betser 1995]

~Jn = qDn
−−−→
gradδ (x, y, z) − µn

~Jn × ~B + qµnδ (x, y, z) ~E (7)

The one dimensional (1D) assumptions according to the model

provided by Betser et al.[22] is used to solve the mathematical

equations. The base dimensions along the x and y-axis are much

larger than the base width (H) following the z axis. Then

∂δ (x, y, z)

∂y
=
∂δ (x, y, z)

∂x
= 0 (8)

Where q is the electron charge, δ(z) gives the excess minoritary

carriers charge and Dn is the diffusion coefficient

Jnz = qD∗n
∂δ (z)

∂x
+ qµ∗nE0δ (z) (9)

With D∗n =
Dn

1+(µnB0)2 the electron diffusion coefficient depending

to the magnetic field and µ∗n =
µn

1+(µnB0)2 the electron mobility

coefficient depending to the magnetic field.

2.2. Excess minoritary carriers charge

The carriers charge conservation equation named continuity

equation in 1D approximation of a p−n junction polycrystalline

silicon PV cell in steady-state is described based on one-diode

model as [23, 24, 25]:

∂2δ (z)

∂z2
+
µnE0

D∗n

∂δ (z)

∂z
− δ

(z)

L∗2n

= − 1

D∗n

3
∑

i=1

aie
−bi x (10)

With ai and bi the coefficients deduced from modelling from

the generation rate for the AM1.5 spectrum on the surface of

the earth [26]. L∗n = D∗n.τn. It is the diffusion length depending

to the magnetic field. The solution of this differential equa-

tion is given by δ0(x) the contribution in the density of minority

carriers charge in excess of the PV cell in obscurity and δI(x)

the contribution of the PV cell under solar illumination [1, 27].

Then the definitive solution is such as

δ(x) = δ0(x) + δI(x) (11)

The density of minority carriers charge in excess is then pro-

vided by

δ
(

z, S f

)

= eαz
[

A
(

S f

)

cosh (βz) + B
(

S f

)

sinh (βz)
]

+

3
∑

i=1

γie
−biz(12)

Where the different coefficients are given such as α = − µnE0

2Dn
,

β = 1
2

[

(

µnE0

Dn

)2
+ 4

L∗2n

]
1
2

and γi = − ai

D∗n

[

b2
i
− µn E0

D∗n
bi− 1

L∗2n

] . The real con-

stants A and B are provided by PV cell boundaries conditions

equations [28] such as :

• In the pn junction z = 0

D∗n
∂δ (z)

∂z

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

z=0

= S f δ (0) (13)

• In the rear face z = H

D∗n
∂δ (z)

∂z

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

z=H

= −S bδ (H) (14)

The junction dynamic velocity is S f = S f j
+ S f0 . S f0 pro-

vides the intrinsic junction recombination velocity related to

the losses of carriers charge at the junction interface and S f j

provides the flow of the minority carriers in excess crossing the

p − n junction. It is imposed by an external load and fixes the

operating point of the PV cell[29]. For the ideal solar cell as-

sumption, S f0 = 0.

2.3. PV cell Electrical parameters

The photocurrent is gotten by applied of the first Fick low

such as

Jph

(

S f

)

= q



















D∗n
∂δ

(

z, S f

)

∂z

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

z=0

+ µ∗nE0δ
(

0, S f

)



















(15)
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The rear side recombination velocity is obtained after the next

equation solve [30]

∂Jph

(

S f

)

∂S f

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

S f→∞

= 0 (16)

In the short circuit situation

Jsc = lim
S f→∞

Jph

(

S f

)

(17)

The total photocurrent density is not provided to the external

load. One part called leakage photocurrent is leaked in the

p−n junction in the parasitic resistances. But the another part is

transferred to the external load and can be named the transferred

photocurrent. This second component is given as following us-

ing the equations 13 and 15.

JphT

(

S f

)

= qS f δ
(

0, S f

)

(18)

This photocurrent is taken for the next of the present study is

the useful current provides by the PV cell to external load. The

electrical voltage is obtained by applied of the Boltzmann low

as :

Vph

(

S f , s
)

=
kbT

q
ln

















NB (s)
δ
(

0, S f

)

n2
i

+ 1

















(19)

Where NB(s) = 10scm−3 is the doping level with s from 14 to 18

and kb, the Boltzmann constant. The accurate intrinsic carriers

density (cm3) depending to temperature [28, 31] is:

ni (T ) = A.T
3
2 e
−
(

Eg

2kbT

)

(20)

Where A = 3.87.1016cm−3.K−
3
2 .

The electrical power is found by the following equation

Pph

(

S f

)

= Vph

(

S f

)

.JphT

(

S f

)

(21)

The conversion efficiency (η1) is found from maximum power

(Pphmax

(

S f

)

) obtained from previous equation and taking ac-

count the incident radiation under AM1.5.

η1 =
Pphmax

Pin

(22)

Where Pin = 1kW.m−2

2.4. Individual efficiencies

The individual process are described by P. Wufer [32] ac-

cording the figure 4.

The absorption of the incident energy current is the first pro-

cess [32]. Its efficiency is provided by

ηabs =
Jabs

Pin

(23)

This absorption has to account for the photons with energy Eg >

hω, which are not absorbed by the PV cell. In the present paper,

it will be assumed that each one photon absorption provides one

Figure 4: Individual processes representation

electron-hole pair only which contributes to the current at short-

circuit [32].

Jabs =
Jsc

e
〈~ωabs〉 (24)

For a PV cell under the AM1.5 spectrum 〈~ωabs〉 = 1.8eV[32].

The next process is about the thermalization of the electron-hole

pairs. Its efficiency is expressed as [32]

ηthermal =
〈εe + εh〉
〈~ωabs〉

(25)

With 〈εe + εh〉 = Eg + 3kbT which is depending to the variation

of the energy gap Eg. In presence of the electric field, E0, the

band gap edges are tilted. An electron motion inside a band

gap a distance z away from the edge and maintaining a constant

total energy acquires a kinetic energy qE0z [33]. The states at

the band edges are effectively broadened exponentially into the

gap by an average deviation ∆E which depends on the electric

field and can be shown by

∆Eg =
3(q~E0)

2
3

2(m∗)
1
3

(26)

In presence of the magnetic field following the y direction Hy in

the PV cell, the electron motion in this direction is not affected,

but the motion component in the transverse direction result in a

periodic circular motion with pulsation (angular frequency):

ωc =
qHy

m∗c
(27)

ωc is cyclotron frequency. The net shift of the energy gap is

then [7, 33]

∆Eg =
1

2

q~Hy

c

(

1

m∗c
+

1

m∗v

)

(28)

~ is the reduced Plank constant, m∗c and m∗v are respectively ef-

fective masses in the conduction and valence bands of the sili-

con semi-conductor.
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Among the processes, there is the thermodynamic process and

its efficiency is given by

ηthermo =
eVoc

〈εe + εh〉
(29)

In physics interpretation of this process, it can say that it pro-

vides the maximum chemical energy which can be extracted

from the energy of the electron−hole pairs and it is giving the

efficiency accounting for the difference between free energy and

energy with a thermodynamic factor.

The last process is about the extraction of maximum electric

power (Pmax) compared to the ideal electric power (Voc.Jphsc).

It is named fill factor (FF). Shunt (Rsh) and (Rs) series resis-

tances in the PV cell can reduce the FF below its ideal value.

In the ideal condition, the PV cell has a great shunting resis-

tance (Rsh → ∞ ) and the series resistance tends to null value

(Rs → 0)[23, 34]. Then, the FF will be written as [23, 34].

FF =
voc − ln (voc + 0.72)

voc + 1
(30)

With voc =
eVoc

kbT
.

In physics interpretation, the PV cell fill factor provides the ra-

tio of the maximum power output of the cell to ideal electric

power which is the product of the open-circuit voltage Voc and

the short-circuit current Isc [23, 34].

The product of the previous four individual efficiencies set al-

lows to find the overall efficiency expressed by

η2 = ηabs × ηthermal × ηthermo × FF (31)

In this study a comparison will do between η1 and η2 for the

validation of the results obtained which will be discussed in the

following section.

3. Results and Discussions

The electromagnetic field from antenna is composed by elec-

tric field and magnetic field. The different components are

shown on the figures 5, 6 and 7.
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Figure 5: Electric field versus distance between emission source and PV cell

Electric field and magnetic field decrease versus the increase

of the distance between the electromagnetic field source and
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Figure 6: Magnetic field versus dis-

tance between emission source and

PV cell
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Figure 7: Magnetic flux versus dis-

tance between emission source and

PV cell

the PV system. For the next of this work, the behaviour of

the different parameters are studies in function of the distance.

The electric and magnetic fields are great for the weak distance.

These fields are weak for the great value of the distance. The

photocurrent which the first parameter is presented in the figure

8 versus junction dynamic velocity for different distances.
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m
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Figure 8: Current versus junction dynamic velocity for different distances

From the figure 8, the current which is strongly depending to

the junction dynamic velocity presents a great value in open cir-

cuit situation due to the electromagnetic field. It is also impor-

tant in short circuit state for the weak distance compared to the

great distance. That can be explained by the kinetic energy ac-

quired by the carriers charge. In fact, the magnetic being weak

(around 250nT ), the electric field provides a sufficient energy

to the carriers charge which in linear line can cross the junction

and participate to the external current. However, in open cir-

cuit situation, the junction cross by the carriers charge causes

the junction heating by Joule effect. From the linear side of the

figure 8, the rear face recombination velocity is deduced and

shown in the figure 9.
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Figure 9: Rear face recombination velocity versus distance

A weakness of the rear face recombination velocity is ob-

served when the distance is very low i.e. for the great electric

field. The great magnetic field causes the deflection of the car-

riers charge. The direct consequence of the this deflection is

the increase of the rear face recombination velocity and not its

decrease when the distance is weak. It is then the electric field

which is the cause of the decrease of the this velocity. That can

explain the reduction of the rear face recombination. The elec-

tric voltage obtained thanks to Boltzmann low is presented in

the figure 10.
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Figure 10: Voltage versus junction dynamic velocity for different distances

The voltage is important in open circuit state i.e. in low junction

dynamic velocity value. However, this velocity decrease for the

great electric field (low distance). This decrease is a confirma-

tion about the important crossing of the junction by the carriers

charge caused by the electric component of the electromagnetic

field. However, the resistivity of the PV cell to electromagnetic

field can be improved by the base doping level as shown in the

figure 11.
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Figure 11: Open circuit voltage versus distance for different doping levels

For all doping level set, the open circuit voltage is weak in

weak distance i.e. in great electric field. But it increase with the

increase of the doping level from 1014cm−3 to 1018cm−3 . The

doping level can be then used to improve the voltage of the PV

cell under electromagnetic field. The electric power is provided

in the figure 12.
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Figure 12: Electric power versus junction dynamic velocity for different dis-

tances

The electric power in figure 12 gives the influence of the elec-

tromagnetic field. The all distance values set, the electric power

in the maximum power point is slightly shift from the normal

operating point of the PV. That is explained by the crossing of

the carriers charge in this state due to the influence of the elec-

tric field shifting the maximum power point toward the short

circuit state. It is then a reason to install the PV system far

to electromagnetic emission source, ideally in a distance more

than 100m according to the assumptions of this study. The max-

imum powers of the different distances are extracted and pre-

sented in the table 2.
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Table 2: Maximum power and Overall efficiency

r(m) Pphmax

(

mW.cm−2
)

η1 (%) S fMPP

(

10mcm.s−1
)

5 19.857 19.857 6.12

25 19.602 19.602 5.46

50 19.538 19.538 5.19

75 19.411 19.411 5.04

100 19.278 19.278 4.96

Compared to the PV cell power without an electromagnetic

field where the maximum power point is around 104cm.s−1 [1],

in the present work, it is beyond 104.5cm.s−1. The PV conver-

sion efficiency increase with the increase of the electromagnetic

field. There is in this study a confirmation that an electromag-

netic field mainly an electric field in low values assumptions

can be used to improve the outputs of the polycrystalline sili-

con PV cell [25, 27]. The doping level affecting the outputs of

the PV cell, some individual efficiencies are represented in the

next paragraph.
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Figure 13: Thermodynamic efficiency versus distance for different base doping

levels

The thermodynamic process is strongly depending to the open

circuit voltage which also depends to the doping level. The

better efficiency from conversion of the chemical energy to

the electric energy is found for the greatest base doping level.

However for the silicon matter, this doping level is low than

1019cm.−3 to avoid the degeneration of the semi-conductor [35].

When the PV cell is far from electromagnetic field emission

source, there is an improving of the thermodynamic process.
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Figure 14: Fill factor versus distance for different base doping levels

From the figure 14, the FF presents an improving far from

electromagnetic field emission source. It is better also for the

hight base doping level due to the improving of the open circuit

voltage versus base doping level. The hight base doping level

can be used to protect the PV cell against the electromagnetic

wave from any source as well as against the temperature [1].

All the individual efficiencies set versus electromagnetic field

are shown in the figure 15.
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Figure 15: Individual efficiency versus distances

The thermalization process is not influenced by the electromag-

netic field. The absorption process is improved with the great

electromagnetic field. However, the FF and thermodynamic

are strongly affected by the increase of the electromagnetic field

due to the dependence to the open circuit voltage. The absorp-

tion and the thermodynamic processes are more sensitive to the

variation of the electromagnetic field more than FF and ther-

malization processes. The electromagnetic sensitivity of the ab-

sorption mechanism is due to the important pn junction cross-

ing by the carriers charge increasing the short circuit current.

But, electromagnetic sensitivity of the thermodynamic is ex-

plained by its strongly dependence to the open circuit voltage
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which decreases with the increase of the electromagnetic field.

The overall efficiency from the multiplication of these individ-

ual efficiencies is shown in the table 3.

Table 3: Individual efficiencies versus distance from electromagnetic field

emission source

r(m) ηabs (%) ηthermal (%) ηthermo (%) FF (%) η2 (%)

5 69.205 62.222 55.417 83.163 19.845

25 63.738 62.222 58.892 83.896 19.594

50 61.829 62.222 60.300 84.173 19.526

75 60.584 62.222 61.025 84.312 19.395

100 59.664 62.222 61.468 84.395 19.258

The absorption process presents an efficiency gap of 9.541%

from 5m to 100m and the thermodynamic mechanism shows an

efficiency gap of 6.051% while the FF has a gap of 1.232%.

The overall efficiency decreases versus the increase of the elec-

tromagnetic field. The absorption and the thermodynamic pro-

cesses are the mainly cause of the overall efficiency drop versus

electromagnetic field. The overall efficiencies set are extracted

and shown in the figure 16.
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Figure 16: Overall efficiency versus distance

The both overall efficiencies have the same decrease slop de-

gree when the PV cell is away from the electromagnetic field

emission source. The increase observed when the electromag-

netic field is great is not rentable to the PV conversion because

of the Joule effect being very important in this situation. That

can cause the heating of the pn junction and degrading its per-

formance. It can be advised to install PV system in distance

more than 100m and to chose a PV cell having height base dop-

ing level to get better resistivity to the electromagnetic field. In

the table 4 the gap between η1 and η2 is presented.

The gap between the two overall efficiencies is very weak and

the average gap is ∆η = η1 − η2 = Gap(%) = 0.01311865. That

can prove the accuracy of the use of the individual efficiencies

to recognize where the greatest losses occur and can cause the

overall efficiency drop.

Table 4: Overall efficiencies η1 and η2

r(m) η1 (%) η2 (%) Gap (%)

5 19.857 19.845 0.01184028

25 19.602 19.594 0.00723963

50 19.538 19.526 0.01141451

75 19.411 19.395 0.01558440

100 19.278 19.258 0.01951442

4. Conclusion

The electromagnetic field influence on the individual effi-

ciencies is presented in this work. The electric component of

the electromagnetic field is the real cause of the increase of

the electrical current and the decrease of the electrical voltage.

The electric component cause clearly the open circuit voltage

drop. That can be explained by the important increase of the pn

junction crossing by the generated minoritary carries charge in

the base. The current is so increase helped by the conduction

current provides by the electric field. The base doping level

can be used to improve silicon PV cell resistivity to the elec-

tromagnetic field. Among the individual energetic processes,

the absorption and the thermodynamic processes are more sen-

sitive to the variation of the electromagnetic field more than

FF and thermalization processes. The electromagnetic sensi-

tivity of the absorption mechanism is caused by the important

pn junction crossing by the carriers charge increasing the short

circuit current. But, electromagnetic sensitivity of the thermo-

dynamic is due to its strongly dependence to the open circuit

voltage which decreases according the increase of the electro-

magnetic field. Following these reasons, the installation of PV

system in distance less than 100m and is not advised. Then a

PV cell having height base doping level to get better resistivity

to the electromagnetic field must be chosen.
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